NOTE

1. MATERIAL: LEVEL A: PA6, COMPLY WITH GLOW WIRE REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTS OF NON-METALLIC MATERIAL SUPPORTING A CURRENT-CARRYING CONNECTION. LEVEL B: PBT, HOT WIRE IGNITION (HWI) VERSIONS ARE MOLDED IN A RESIN THAT COMPLIES WITH TE HOT WIRE IGNITION TEST 109-32026 AND ARE RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH HWI HOUSINGS THAT ALSO COMPLY.

2. MATING CONN, PIN
   CAT NUM: 1971237/1971779/81/83/85/87

3. APPLICABLE CONTACT PIN
   RC CONTACT 10/12/13/15/16/17/19/21/23/25/27/29/31/33

4. MATING P/N
   CAP HSG: *-2232358/263
   TPA: *-1971777
PLUG HOUSING, SINGLE ROW POWER TRIPLE LOCK

1*2 POSITIONS

1*3 POSITIONS

1*4 POSITIONS

1*5 POSITIONS

KEYING FOR 1*2 POS.

KEYING FOR 1*3 POS.

KEYING FOR 1*4 POS.

KEYING FOR 1*5 POS.